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Looking good, 
feeLing great
Transform your deck space

PERMATEEK marine decking is an environmentally friendly 
composite decking system that offers the robustness and 
good looks of teak but with far greater durability and ease 
of maintenance.  It has a roughened surface that looks like 
natural grain and which is highly resistant to sun, rain and 
seawater. Non-slip wet or dry, Permateek is cost effective, 
stain resistant and simple to keep clean. 

Your deck will be designed and hand crafted from synthetic 
teak planks, with the same attention to detail as a real 
teak deck.   Our professionally trained craftsmen provide 
meticulous hand-finishing with impressive detailing around 
deck fittings and curves.

Permateek marine decking can be fitted to almost any 
surface including GRP, wood and steel.  Its flexible nature 
allows it to be shaped or contoured with ease.   Once fitted, 
Permateek will enhance the appearance and value of any 
craft whether it be a super yacht, motor cruiser, power boat, 
sports RIB, sailing yacht or dinghy.
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Not all synthetic marine decks are the same. Permateek 
marine decking is a very high quality product, made using 
only the finest quality virgin PVC materials. It is thermally 
welded, rather than glued, to form panels. 

Permateek is one of the only major synthetic teak decking 
companies to have resisted the temptation to add light-
weight fillers. Because we have kept to our proven formula, 
our product is stronger and more hard-wearing. It will hold 
its colour and keep its grain longer and be more resistant to 
wear, tear, knocks and scratches. It will not fade, crack, warp 
or shrink in the elements, requiring only minimal maintenance 
(washing) to keep it looking good season after season.

the right 
decking choice
Holds its looks season after season

the Benefits of Permateek

  Longevity – Built from planks of UV stabilised PVC

  Low Maintenance – No regular wood sanding and 
oiling required - simply brush with soapy water

  Limited Down Time – One day to pattern, and 
one day to fit! All other work is conducted in our 
workshops

  Price – Favourable pricing compared to real teak decking

  Quality Craftsmanship – High quality fabrication 
process of thermal welding to form deck panels.
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Permateek doesn’t discolour,  
it’s easy to clean, it’s pleasing  
to the eye and I’ve never had  
any problems at all
Brian PragneLL,  DORSET, ENGLAND



White Caulking Black Caulking Silver Caulking

We offer a selection of attractive decking colours which can 
be ordered with either white, silver or black caulking lines, 
giving you even more choice over the look of your boat’s 
new deck.

aLL coLours  
on deck!
Customise your deck with these great colours

cauLking oPtions  
(Shown with Ash Elite Permateek)
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1  Champagne is not 
available with white 
caulking lines

2  Graphite is not available 
with black caulking lines

3  Platinum is not available 
with silver caulking lines

Modern

Mediterranean

Champagne 1

Black Cherry

Graphite 2

New Classic

Platinum 3

Sandstone

Caribbean

Aged

Traditional Ash Walnut Weathered

our range
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Permateek muLti-coLour
Multi-colour is a popular addition to the Permateek range. Each plank 
is slightly different in colour to the one next to it, giving an even more 
natural teak effect deck.   Multi-colour is offered in the following versions:

eVen more 
coLours on deck
Multi-colour and lightweight versions

  Over 30% lighter in weight 
than our standard range

  Cools more quickly than 
the standard range

  Same proven formula for 
over 15 years

Permateek Light
For situations where weight is an 
issue, we offer Permateek Light – a 
lighter, cooler decking option using 
a proven formula.

Dark Bright Weathered
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What makes 
Permateek Better?
More reasons to choose Permateek

  Embossed backing for exceptional adhesion

  Caulking line runs through the plank top to bottom

  100% virgin PVC

  Proven formula

  Wood grain texture and effect looks like real teak

  Great non-slip qualities

synthetic decking and heat  

For those concerned about synthetic decks and how hot 
they get in direct sunlight, the truth is all synthetic decks, 
just like real teak, will get hot. Permateek, in its original form, 
has always been among the cooler choices on offer and 
the lighter the deck colour you choose, the cooler it will be. 
That said, if it is a cool deck you require, you just can’t beat 
white Fibreglass. If, however, like thousands of others, you 
desire the good looks of a teak deck with all the benefits of 
a synthetic alternative, then Permateek is an obvious choice.
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your LocaL Permateek distriButor

We have Permateek distributors in many parts of the world  
– checkout our website to find the nearest one to you.

Permateek International Ltd
Permateek Head Office
Building 267a, Aviation Way
Aviation Business Park
Bournemouth International Airport
Dorset, BH23 6NW
United Kingdom

Tel: 00 44 1202 929098
Email: support@permateek.com

Permateek USA Inc
Tel:  001 954 643 1380

www.permateek.com


